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in-game promotions will have various rewards for players, such as credits or energy drinks. in-game promotions can be seen by members on their profile page and will also be listed in the promotions section of the memory lanes lobby. trading happens when two players have an item/resource that they want
to sell or buy and go into the "exchange" tab of a memory lane. players can see the list of items for sale and the items they want to trade and even place offers. the system will determine the best matches based on the offers placed and traded items of both players. once the system calculates the best

match for a player, it will send them a message indicating that a trade has been placed and they can confirm a trade by claiming the item/resource. trading items will have an in-game value, which can then be converted into fuel using the trading rate set by the game. the trading rate can be adjusted once
per day, via a store menu, and each item/resource cannot be traded back and forth in one trading session. each player can also set a specific amount of money they want to spend per in-game credit. if a player has more credit than the trading amount, the remaining credit will be added to their trading

balance. players can set this and can set their trading balance to zero to sell all their items for 100 fuel to obtain a single energy drink. trading window lengths can be adjusted in the settings menu. the duel arena is a free to play game and offers both continuous and premium services such as cards, energy
drinks, and a streamlined trading system that makes finding items/resources easier than ever before.
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and that's all there is to it! once you're familiar with the basics, you'll find plenty of ways to customize and analyze your
collection and play style. don't forget: you can always invite a new player into your friend's list to play against! have
fun! after conquering a duel in duel arena, the duel may be randomly selected and closed if the winner chooses to do
so. the winner of the duel may send their opponent a message as to why they decided to close the duel. if the loser

chooses not to contest the decision, they will be taken to the awards screen where they can view their performance and
avatar. they may also choose to view their stats, duel log, or duel stats before accessing the stats screen. if they do,
they will be taken to their last duel only. except for battle fury: extra pack (free on september 22, 2015), all miniclip
games are now promoted and can be unlocked by spending miniclip credits. unlocked miniclip games include those

originally sponsored by miniclip such as yu-gi-oh duel monsters (which was previously free to play), world of warcraft:
hearthstone: heroes of the storm, marvel: contest of champions, gods unchained, etc. all miniclip games are constantly

updated with new content and game systems. as of november 25, 2015, all miniclip games are now free to play. if a
player wishes to quit playing a game, the game will convert the time remaining into miniclip credits. a player can also
spend miniclip credits to forfeit the time remaining, thus choosing to return to their friends list. if the time remaining is
more than the number of miniclip credits, then the player will be prompted to buy more miniclip credits, which they can

do by typing the amount in the box provided on the prompt. 5ec8ef588b
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